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HE proposal that a Building Industry Congress 
should be established emanates from the Presi-
dent of the Royal Victorian Institute of Archi-
tects, Mr. Leighton F. Irwin, F.R.A.I.A., F.R.I.B.A. 

Realising that the Architects alone could not solve our 
present problems without taking into account the larger 
problems of the Industry, of which we are a part, his 
proposal was for a comprehensive study of the functions 
of each factor in the Industry in order that the efforts 
of all might be co-ordinated in the general improvement 
of it. 

It has been evident to many that although numerous 
trade associations have existed in the past, the effective-
ness of the work of these associations to improve con-
ditions in the Industry has been limited by the inability 
of the individual constituents of the groups to influence 
the activities of others. The Building Industry Congress 
will provide facilities for uniting these interests, and it 
should really form a "clearing house" of information 
for all its phases. 

If we hope to keep abreast of the times we must not 
permit this enterprise to be outstripped by our contem-
poraries in others. This is an age of research and scien-
tific endeavour, and we should be neglecting our duties 
if we allowed the Industry to be hampered by the many 
restrictive measures under which it labours to-day. The 
task is beyond the capacities of any one group. It calls  

for concerted action 
with the Industry. 

It requires co-ordination of effort. 

It is gratifying to feel that the Royal Victorian Insti-
tute of Architects has taken the initiative in the estab-
lishment of this new body, the activities of which will 
be directed toward the improving of conditions in the 
Industry. Already a tentative programme has been laid 
down to direct the activities of the Congress towards a 
mutual co-operation that will relieve the Industry of 

on the part of all those connected 
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many of its present-day disabilities. This must be done 
if we are to hasten the return of a business revival in 
this important Industry-. Much initial work was done 
by the original committee which was appointed by the 
Council of the Royal Victorian Institute of Architects, 
the first definite step in the movement having been the 
organising of a meeting of representatives of the prin-
cipal interests, which was held in the Melbourne Town 
Hall on the evening of Wednesday, 16th September, 
delegates from the following bodies attended:— 

The Royal Victorian Institute of Architects, the Archi-
tects' Registration Board of Victoria, Melbourne Master 
Builders, Victorian Master Builders, Building Trades 
Federation, Chamber of Manufactures, Tile Manufac-
turers' Association, Australian Cement Manufacturers' 
Association, Timber Merchants' Association, Structural 
Steel Manufacturers' Association, Hardwood Millers' 
Association, Builders' Merchants' Association, Electrical 
Federation. 

The outcome of this meeting was fully chronicled in 
the last issue of the Journal, principal among the deci-
sions reached by the delegates at this meeting having 
been the unanimous approval of the desirability of the 
immediate establishment of a Building Industries Con-
gress and a provisional executive committee was ap-
pointed therewith, its members having been Messrs. 
Leighton F. Irwin, Ivor Evans, J. Hoyland, W. Grimster, 
W. B. McCann, L. M. Perrott, Louis Thompson, R. H. 
Solly and W. O. McCutcheon. 

A great deal of work was completed by this committee 
prior to the calling of the second meeting, which was 
held at the Melbourne Town Hall on 14th October, on 
which occasion delegates from bodies which, though 
interested in the Building Industry, were not entirely 
dependent upon it, attended, the following having been 
represented, the Melbourne City Council, the Municipal 
Association, the Melbourne and Metropolitan Board of 
Works, the Public Health Commission, the State Elec-
tricity Commission of Victoria, the Forestry Commission, 
the Commonwealth Institute of Valuers, the Institute of 
Chartered Accountants, the Real Estate Association, the 
Fire Underwriters' Association, Standards Association of 
Australia, Institute of Engineers Australia, Council of 
Scientific and Industrial Research, Town Planning As-
sociation of Victoria (Mr. John A. Laing, Councillor 
Reynolds and Mr. E. F. Borrie, being delegates among 
these groups, were added to the original Provisional 
Executive Committee which proceeded to bring the vari-
ous groups together for the purpose of appointing their 
members to the Council of the Congress) . This work 
having been completed, an unofficial meeting of the 
Council was held at the Kelvin Hall on November 11th, 
when arrangements were completed for the procedure 
to be followed in connection with the inaugural meeting 
which it had been arranged should be held at the Mel-
bourne Town Hall on Wednesday, 25th November. 

That meeting (November 25th), at which representa-
tives of all interests attended, marked the definite estab-
lishment of the Building Industry Congress. 

Mr. L. F. Irwin presided. 

Mr. Irwin then introduced the Lieut.-Governor (Sir 
Wm. Irvine), who officially opened the conference, and 
following his remarks, the Hon. Secretary read the report 
of the provisional executive committee. 

Mr. Louis Thompson then moved the following resolu-
tion: "That this meeting of representatives of the various 
interests of the Building Industry of Victoria, resolves 
on behalf of the interests represented, to constitute itself 
the 'Building Industry Congress' to adopt the draft con-
stitution as submitted and to declare itself the `First' or 
'Inaugural' Meeting of the Building Industry Congress." 
This was seconded by Mr. Hoyland, supported by Mr. 
Kent Hughes, M.L.A., and carried. 

On the motion of Mr. Seller, seconded by Mr. Lin- 
dow, it was resolved that "This first or inaugural meet-
ing of the Building Industry Congress, hereby appoints 
the following members of Council and officers of Con-
gress and Council":— 

Mr. Leighton F. Irwin, F.R.I.B.A., F.R.A.I.A. 
(Chairman) . 

Mr. L. M. 
Chairman) . 

Messrs. O. A. Yuncken, W. O. McCutcheon, W. S. P. 
Godfrey, Louis Thompson, Jas. Le Ray, J. Hoyland, 
T. S. Nettlefold, R. H. Solly, W. Patrick, H. E. Forres-
ter, W. Grimster, Councillor J. Sutch, Messrs. E. F. 
Borrie, A. V. Galbraith, J. A. Laing, P. A. Oakley, A. E. 
Haughton, R. Hanna, J. Hay, F. J. Steabbin, Councillor 
R. Reynolds. (The Hon. Secretary and Hon. Treasurer 
are yet to be appointed.) 

After the installation of the office-bearers, Mr. Irwin, 
in his capacity as the first President, addressed the meet-
ing, briefly outlining the objects of the Congress. 

The. Lord Mayor (Mr. H. Gengoult Smith, L.R.C.P., 
j.P.), in a few well spoken words, congratulated the 
Industry on having taken this progressive step. 

The attendance at this final meeting of not only the 
official delegates, but of members of all the bodies 
interested in the movement, clearly indicated the interest 
which it is possible to arouse in an undertaking which 
has for its objective the establishing of better relations 
among the elements of an Industry of such wide scope 
and potential possibilities as to affect the welfare of a 
large percentage of our general public. If we succeed 
in accomplishing nothing else but the establishment of 
better human relations between all elements of the 
Building Industry it will be a forward step. 

Surely some effort is worth while if, by exercising it, 
we can raise the Building Industry to a higher plane and 
give it a voice which can speak and make itself heard in 
the interests of both the public and itself. 

A vote of thanks was accorded to the Lieut-Governor, 
the Lord Mayor, and to Mr. Kent Hughes, M.L.A., 
on the motion of Mr. W. O. McCutcheon, seconded 
by Mr. A. E. Haughton. (As the Journal goes to press 
on the morning following the meeting, it has not been 
possible to report the remarks of the various speakers, 
which, it is anticipated, will appear in the January issue.) 

Perrott, L.R.I.B.A., F'.R.A.I.A. (Vice- 
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	 MEMBERS OF THE CONGRESS 

Royal Victorian Institute of Architects: 
Irwin, L. F., Perrott, L. M., McCutcheon, W. O. 

Oakley, P. A. 

Architects' Registration Board of Victoria: 
Godfrey, W. S. P. 

Melbourne Master Builders' Association: 
Reynolds, R., Thompson, Louis 

Victorian Master Builders' Association: 
Le Ray, James, Greenhill, C. L. 

Building Trades Federation: 
Hay, J., Hoyland, J., Steabbin, F. J. 

MANUFACTURING AND MERCHANT INTERESTS 

Victorian Chamber of Manufactures: 
Nettlefold, T. S. 

Tile Manufacturers' Association: 
Solly, R. H. 

Brick Manufacturers' Association: 
Walker, J. S. 

Australian Cement Manufacturers' Association: 
McCann, W. B. 

Cement Distribution Conference: 
Cameron, F. 

Concrete Products' Association of Victoria: 
Eldridge, R. V. F. 

Melbourne Master Carters' Association: 
Dillon, J. C. 

Quarry Masters' Association: 
Dennis, S. 

Hardwood Millers' Association of Victoria: 
Quinn, E. W. 

Timber Merchants' Association in Melb. and Suburbs: 
Chitty, Geo. 

Structural Steel Manufacturers' Section, Cham. of Mfrs.: 
Trotter, F. W. 

Victorian Hardware Association:' 
Evans, Ivor 

Builders' Merchants' Association: 
Seller, A. E. 

SUB-CONTRACTING INTERESTS 

Electrical Federation (Victoria) : 
Grimster, W., Taylor, James 

Associated Master Plumbers: 
Forrester, H. E., Smith, Gordon 

Elevator Installation Companies: 
Lindow, H. V. 

Fibrous Plaster Association: 
Hanna, R. 

Metal Working Companies: 
Carlyle, A. E. 

PUBLIC BODIES 

Melbourne City Council: 
Reynolds, Councillor R. 

Municipal Association: 
Sutch, J., Chandler, The Hon. A. E. 

Melbourne and Metropolitan Board of Works: 
Borde, E. F. 

Metropolitan Fire Brigades Board: 
Wilkins, J. T. 

Labour Department: 
Pemberton, F. J. 

Public Works Department: 
McLean, J. B. 

Health Commission: 
Hepburn, E. A. 

State Electricity Commission of Victoria: 
Dunham, D. 

Forestry Commission: 
Galbraith, A. V. 

State Savings. Bank of Victoria: 
Leith, G. B. 

FINANCIAL INTERESTS 

Taxpayers' Association of Victoria: 
Pettigrove, M. J. 

Commonwealth Institute of Valuers: 
Haughton, A. E. 

Institute of Chartered Accountants in Australia: 
Brentnall, T. 

Real Estate Association of Victoria: 
Sampson, F. K. 

Building Societies: 
Pitt, G. W. 

GENERAL INTERESTS 

Fire Underwriters' Association of Victoria: 
Vines, E. E. 

Standards Association of Australia: 
Bartlett, E. 

Institution of Engineers, Australia: 
Laing, J. A. 

Council for Scientific and Industrial Research: 
Boas, I. H. 

Town Planning Association of Victoria: 
Peck, Arthur 

General Community Interests: 
To be elected by the Council 
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The Equity Trustees Co. Building 
MESSRS. OAKLEY & PARKES, ARCHITECTS 

MESSRS. WEAVELL & KEAST, CONTRACTORS 

ELEVATION TO BOURKE STREET 
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"Then here's to Cinyra. Agrio p's son, 
Here's to his brick-red shade, 	â 

For he, so the age-old stories run, 	X44,  
Founded our glorious trade." 

(The Brickmaker's Song.) 

N this toast to Cinyra, let us associate with his name, 
those of the Architects who are responsible for this 
new addition to the Architecture of Melbourne— 
Messrs. Oakley and Parkes. After all, is not that 

"brick-red shade," the keynote of the whole design ? 
The desire for the introduction of brightness amid 

the drab monotony of cement and paint, which in the 
vicinity of this new building, is intensified by the almost 
funereal appearance of the immense warehouses of 
Goldsbrough, Mort & Co. which are constructed of 
basalt, was probably responsible for the selection of the 
materials of which the new structure is chiefly composed, 
the humble brick, and the dominant note of this, is 
nowhere more at home, than when playing its part as 
a modest but telling unit, in Italian Romanesque. Thus, 
material and style (if mention of the latter will be per-
mitted by our ultra-modern readers) are both traceable 
to the one desire to introduce "a long-felt want"—a 
touch of logical colour, to border our city streets and 
to assist in according them that vivacity which is usually 
associated with the clear and sunny atmosphere of Aus-
tralia and which is, at length, beginning to be looked 
for by our population. (Some time ago, an Australian 
Architect who had just returned from a tour " round 
the world, remarked that it was almost impossible for 
an Australian who had never visited London, to "com-
prehend the absolutely drab appearance of that city as 
a whole, especially if he approached it after having 
visited the continental cities.") 

"But," we may ask, "was not colour observable in 
this locality in Bourke Street West before?" Then one 
conjures up recollections of graceful palms and well 
kept lawns somewhere near this spot; of a pleasant 
oasis formed by those shades of green which were so 
prominent behind the thin veil of Bourke Street dust 
in summertime years ago. Those same greens, the fore-
court of the Bourke Street Synagogue, are now trans-
formed, but many of the older residents will probably 
always miss these restful patches of colour, together 
with the mass of the classic structure that formerly filled 
this space, its elevation above the street level and the 
nobility of its Composite portico, combining to supply 
a definite note in that part of the city. The thought of 
it will always resuscitate memories of early Melbourne. 

It is more than three-quarters of a century since the 
sounds of masons' hammers proclaimed the construction 
of this first real house of worship for the Jewish Frater-
nity in Melbourne, but now, this too, has gone and 
"old gives place to new." 

In all enterprises of a business nature, dominant fac-
tors which determine the very fundamentals of a scheme 
are found and in this case they consist of three .items ; 
a rather steep site, the existence of rights respecting 
"ancient lights" which are enjoyed by owners of adjoin-
ing properties and what is less tangible, but no less 
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	• obligatory, the necessity for economic soundness in the 
new venture, coupled with what constitutes a further 
necessity in sound business undertakings—that is to 
say, "advertisement.'' 

It has been said that "Conscience, self-respect and 
self-preservation demand that we meet the three essen-
tial requirements, which are the useful, the economical 
and the structural requirements,' and taking the last 
first, we find in this building, a steel-frame re-inforced 
concrete structure, the street facade of which is clothed 
with terra-cotta, Waverley sandstone and tapestry brick. 
The delightful feeling of domesticity found in brick-
work of this nature, suggests a warmth of welcome and 
good feeling and this is borne out in the colourful yet 
dignified interiors. Romanesque Architecture is full of 
surprises, a subtle line often leading the eye uncon-
sciously to a charming detail of sculpture, then a plain 
surface, which rests the eye, is suddenly relieved by a 
play of light and shade in grotesque or carved caps. 
Always interest; always pleasure. Such is the ideal of 
the style and so it is with the subject of our note. A 
base of Waverley freestone, rising to first-floor level, 
affords by its colour a happy foil to the tapestry brick-
work above and at the same time supplies adequate sup-
port to this superincumbent mass, thus meeting all 
aesthetic requirements. In the specious arcaded en-
trance, the floor of which is composed of Stawell stone 
slabs, the note of refinement is accentuated by the bronze 
work which is associated with the lighting fixtures and 
the "notice-boards" of the occupants. An interesting 
innovation may be mentioned at this stage, viz., the in-
sertion of glass mosaic in the main name-panels. This 
field is full of scope for artistic treatment and it opens 
up endless possibilities in that direction. It also main-
tains the characteristics of the style which revels in rich 
polychromatic decorative features. 

Let us pass for a moment into the Main Chamber. 
This, with its surrounding offices, truly reflects the Com-
pany's ideals—solidity and efficiency. It is efficient and 
what is more, it looks so, consequently, the aesthetic 
feelings of those who contemplate it are satisfied. Men-
tion must be made here, of the relief which the reticent 
use of colour in the treatment of the ceiling affords. All 
woodwork in this Main Chamber, including writing 
tables, counters, furniture and partition panelling, are 
of Queensland maple. Let us now, summon one of the 
elevators and enter. The richness of the wood-panelled 
interior, enhanced by coloured inlay in the true Roman-
esque fashion, and by intriguing carving to the pilaster 
caps, make these media of vertical transport well worthy 
of the building which houses them. The grouping of 
type-writers and operators in separate sound-proof rooms 
on the rear mezzanine floor, assists greatly not only in 
the promotion of efficiency, but also in the imparting of 
dignity to the main ground floor offices. 

(The evolution of the `elevator car' and its elaboration 
during the life of the present generation, is quite in 
keeping with progress in other directions. It seems only 
a few years since any expenditure of either time in de-
signing or of money in constructing this appendage was 
unthought of. As long as the car protected the vertical 



ENTRANCE DOORS—MAIN CHAMBER 

traveller from danger the provision of any decorative 
adjunct was neglected. How different things are now! 
The attention given to the designing of this detail is 
considerable and its metamorphosis is, in its way, as 
wonderful as that of the interior fittings of an ocean 
liner of the present day.) 

The front mezzanine is for the use of tenants, the. 

Company's offices occupying also the whole of the first 
floor and having communication with the General Office 
by means of private staircases. The principal strong 
rooms and private "Safe Deposit" are situated in the 
basement, they also being linked up with a private stair. 

The Manager's Office and Board Room, subdivided 
by folding doors and having choicely panelled walling, 
exhibit a welcome advance in office planning as also 
do the Public Waiting Rooms, which, so frequently 
found inadequate and uninviting, are in this building, 
quite the opposite. This is an important consideration, 
for the psychological effect exercised upon those with 
whom one has to transact business, is too often over-
looked by both the designer and his clients, but in this 
instance, harmonious relationship must inevitably be 
rewarded by harmonious results. 

Straightforward planning, affording an extremely 
elastic system of office subdivision, carefully studied 
lighting and efficient mechanical equipment, combine to 

render this venture exceedingly attractive and economi-
cally sound. 

The close proximity of the building to Melbourne's 
Law Courts, has resulted—as was anticipated—in a 
continued influx of legal tenants and special provision 
has been made for them by the arrangement of suitable 
suites of offices. 

The provision of a paved area at the rear of the 
building, access to which is obtained from Little Queen 
Street, assures not only excellent lighting to the whole 
of the north end, but affords the convenience of a rear 
entrance which is served by a separate elevator. A com-
plete self-contained flat at the present roof level, pro-
vides accommodation for the caretaker. In the design-
ing of the building, hygienic requirements have not been 
overlooked and its mechanical equipment provides fOr 
ventilation and heating, together with an incinerator 
serving all floors. The careful planning of toilet units 
and the adequate use of ducts, have enabled the Archi-
tects to reduce the unsightly appearance imparted by 
exposed pipes and other addenda to a minimum, and 
are welcome evidence of Architectural and mechanical 
progress. Any question regarding future extension is 
answered by the provision that has been made for three 
additional stories, thus sounding a welcome note in 
these days—"Faith in the Future." 
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The Value of Good Construction 
Consider Well Maintenance and Construction 

LESLIE M. PERROTT, F.R.A.I.A. 

HOME ownership is enjoyed by an increasing num-
ber of Australians each year. Unfortunately in 
many cases this means merely acquiring four 
walls and a roof. The real satisfaction and con-

tentment come only from the well built house, one that 
will retain its value years hence and that will free the 
owner from high cost for repair, maintenance and 
operation. 

Good construction is the only thing that can help you 
to avoid these charges. Good construction may cost 
a little more in the first place but if figured over a few 
years the savings will more than offset the increased 
first cost. The first function of your home is to provide 
shelter with comfortable protection from the weather. 
It should be inexpensive to live in, easy to heat, inex-
pensive to keep in good condition and low in repair 
cost. It should maintain its original value. 

The location of your home should be such that it 
will remain a desirable place to live in. A well con-
structed house is the only security against deterioration. 
A home that will not combine these features is not 
worth buying or building. 

The question of what amount the average person 
should spend on his home is optional. A fairly safe 
guide is that not more than one-quarter of a person's 
income should be paid out in rent. This figure will 
help you to arrive at the cost of your new home and 
will place its financing on a sound basis. Authorities 
who have studied this question suggest that the value of 
your home should not exceed 2-1 times your income. 
This really would apply to the normal family. 

The selection of a site for the new home calls for 
certain definite requirements as the site will have a 
distinct bearing on the future value of your investment. 
If the surroundings are good it is reasonable to expect 
your property to improve in value. Be sure your section 
is restricted to homes. The erection of shops, garages 
and such like has a tendency to lower the tone of 
residential sections. Wise restrictions placed on new 
subdivisions offer protection against changes and cer-
tainly make for greater safety in your investment. 

To enjoy the utmost convenience and satisfaction 
from your new home it should offer good transportation 
to business, nearness to shops, schools, churches, and 
good recreation facilities for children. 

The value of your building lot has a distinct relation 
to the value of the home. An expensive home on a 
cheap lot cannot hope to retain its value. The relation  

between the value of a home and the price of the lot 
will depend largely on the conveniences offered. If the 
site has available such facilities as water, gas, sewer, 
electricity, made roads and paved footpaths, then it 
would be safe to place the value of the lot at 25% to 
30% of that of the house. 

Owning one's home involves certain definite expenses . 

Firstly comes the cost of financing the purchase and 
secondly the cost of occupancy and of upkeep. The 
financing cost would cover payments of interest together 
with annual payments to reduce the amount borrowed. 
Naturally it is wise to keep the amount of your loan 
down to a minimum so as to avoid high annual financing 
charges. 

The second cost, that of occupancy, is made up of 
general upkeep of the house and grounds, rates and 
taxes, and other municipal charges. Upkeep costs can 
only be reduced by insisting on good construction in the 
first place. 

The more completely the house is built of permanent 
materials the lower the repair costs will be and the 
cheaper the house will be to own and to live in. 

The construction of your house has a distinct bearing 
on the cost of living in it. The house built of flimsy 
materials that will not resist the elements must cost-more 
than one built of materials that are permanent. The 
house built of improper and low grade materials will 
be expensive to occupy because of the inavoidable repair 
and replacement bills, while the well constructed house 
of similar size costing slightly more in the first place, 
will be the cheaper house to own and live in, for the 
larger investment will pay a dividend in the savings on 
repair and upkeep. 

To save money on the construction of your home is 
often false economy for this economising on the struc-
ture can only lead to quick deterioration and loss of 
value. Repairs and renewals will commence early and 
be very expensive. Poor foundations, badly built walls, 
flimsy roof construction, can never be remedied once 
the building is complete. 

Of the two elements entering into house construction, 
namely, labour and materials, labour usually will cost 
more to apply or instal than the material itself costs. 
For this reason it is poor business to buy materials that 
are not permanent or that will not give long service. 
The replacement of material means not only buying of 
new parts but the high cost of labour to instal or apply 
them. 

Painting is one trade that offers an easily appreciated 
value of this point. The cost of material represents a 
very small part of the labour cost to apply. If the best 
materials are used they will cost no more to apply and 
should stand for at least three years, yet how often we 
see homes of less than a year old shabby and badly need-
ing new paint. 
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An excellent example of the effect of cheap materials. 
The same applies to every other trade, whether it is 

the roof covering, the plastering, the plumbing, and hot . 
water system, the type of wire on the screen sash, the 
locks on the doors or any other part of the house, much 
of the cost of putting it in position will be for labour. 
Thus it is only common sense to use materials so per-
manent that they will lead to no labour charge beyond 
those of the original installation. 

If the person who is building a home would save 
money let him decide before hand exactly what he 
wants and avoid making changes after the building is 
started, for this often results in wasteful and unnecessary 
expense. Take the case of an owner who did not care 
for the size of the lavatory basin after it was installed. 
A new basin slightly larger was sent costing 30/- more, 
but the cost of making the change was £9. The work 
involved labour for four different trades ! 

Where the amount available for building is limited 
economise in the right direction. Build all the essential 
parts and build them well. Leave the less necessary 
things until you can afford them. It is only natural to 
want the new home to be complete in all details, but 
usually there is not enough money to do everything that 
is wanted and the temptation is to include the things 
that show instead of the hidden parts that give stability 
and strength. Where economy is necessary therefore 
save money on the surface finish and fittings. On no 
account economise on the structure itself or on the 
hidden parts for this will risk the value and worth of 
the entire investment. To appreciate this point, how 
often we see panelled walls in the hall, yet the roof 
tiles are fastened with galvanised wire to one hardwood 
batten, where good construction calls for two soft wood 
battens and copper wire. 

The layman often asks the question how can he tell 
whether the house is worth the price asked. The 
only answer to this question is to know the worth of the 
materials of which it is built and the sincerity with 
which they have been put toegther. One thing he may 
be certain of is that the price asked is not the only thing 
to consider. The more important question is, will it be 
a cheap house to live in ? Time alone will answer this 
question. Five years of operation, maintenance and 
repair may prove it to be a very expensive home. 

The purchase price is paid only once but the cost of 
occupancy continues as long as the house lasts. The 
choice then is really between a little greater outlay in 
the original case for good construction and permanent 
materials and continued bills for repairs and replace-
ments of cheaper and less permanent materials. 

The former will far more than offset the latter. Do 
not judge a house by its first cost alone. After you 
have paid your deposit it will be you who will pay the 
bills for maintenance, repair and renewals. 

The frequency and amount of these bills should influ-
ence your decision. It is not low cost of purchase that 
makes ownership an economy but low cost of occupancy. 
This is due to the resistance of the house to time, to 
weather, and to depreciation. 

"RAMSAY ARCHITECTURAL 

CATALOGUE" 

There is no doubt this new publication fills a long felt 
need and marks, possibly, the greatest forward step on 
the part of building supply manufacturers. The Ramsay 
Publishing Company has no doubt already received ap-
preciative replies from all Architects who have been 
favoured with a copy of this valuable publication. The 
Royal Victorian Institute of Architects does, however, 
feel that a further word of appreciation should be 
recorded in the Journal. 

Most of our Architects who have visited America have 
returned with a set of "Sweets Architectural Catalogue" 
and have found this work of wonderful value in the 
office. It did, however, tend to further the use of 
American materials and products. The very complete 
nature of the information supplied through "Sweet's" 
would naturally lead in that direction. We now have 
available, through the Ramsay catalogue, similar infor-
mation respecting our Australian-made goods. 

A large amount of manufacturers' literature, intended 
for the Architect, has, in the past, failed badly. Too 
often its destination was the waste-paper basket. It just 
lacked any data of real value to the Architect. What 
was needed was technical data, presented in a manner 
such as would enable its ready inclusion in specifications, 
together with details that would assist in the prepara-
tion of plans in which it was decided to incorporate 
certain manufacturers' goods. 

The Architect is retained by his client—not only for 
the production of the design, but for his knowledge of 
materials and how to use them economically and to the 
best advantage. Thus the Architect realises the import-
ance of technical literature. 

The ,.manner in which the subject matter has been 
written up, and the preparation of the numerous detail 
sheets, reflects the experience of Mr. W. L. Richardson 
and his assistant, Mr. Colin Smith. Both these gentle-
men have had considerable experience in America, which 
has placed them in a position to know how the work 
should be done, and manufacturers are to be compli-
mented on having entrusted the preparation of their 
subject matter to these men. 

Architects are naturally cautious in their choice of 
materials, because of the obligation which they owe their 
clients and this should be well considered by the 
manufacturer. 

The Architect wants facts, proven by extensive tests, 
supporting the specific products. This is the only sure 
way to aid the Architect in deciding what is best suited 
for the particular work he has in hand. 

This catalogue appears to supply specific information 
about the essentials and this in such a concise manner 
that it frees the Architect from the necessity for wading 
through a mass of material in order to arrive at the 
facts. 
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The Building Owner's Point of View 
Abstract from an Address delivered to members ai 

the General Meeting, 23rd September 

Mr. W. D. McCUTCHEON, A.R.A.LA: 

Present Conditions 

I must preface my remarks by stating my belief that the 
present relationship between the client and his Architect is 
not wholly satisfactory. I refer to the many points of 
friction that crop up between practising Architects and their 
clients; to the numerous cases that we both hear of and 
know of in which the client is dissatisfied with his Architect's 
services, and in which the Architect is dissatisfied with his 
client's attitude. This state of affairs arises largely from lack 
of knowledge and from misconception. From the client's 
point of view; building investment should be a scientific 
pursuit. It probably forms the largest single investment that 
a given client makes, and surely he should have full know-
ledge of what he intends to do and how he is going to do it. 
The Architect should possess the latest and best informa-
tion and the greatest knowledge so as to help his client to 
succeed in that very important event, yet we find that, in 
spite of the importance of building investment to clients, 
they have no common ground to meet us upon. Their out-
look, requirements, and viewpoints are as varied as their 
number. 

The education of the client regarding matters of Architec-
tural building is usually hazy. He has not even a fair 
working knowledge of Architecture, either as an art or as a 
business; he understands neither the economics of building 
nor the use of consultants, of Architects' fees, of professional 
advice; the fundamental relations of the Architect, the build-
ing owner and the builder, nor does he comprehend the 
meaning of "supervision." In short, he seldom understands 
the need for an Architect at all. Thus, instead of meeting a 
well-informed client, one who understands the functions of 
all parties, we have to face a disorganised medley, with the 
result that the Architect, receiving impact from all 
directions, has in many cases to modify his procedure and 
to adapt himself accordingly. 

The Architect's contribution to this state of affairs is not 
negligible. In many cases he is not too clear respecting his 
precise functions, rights, privileges, and duties, and he very 
often neglects to instruct the client, who cannot be presumed 
to be seized of all the Architectural customs and practices or 
to have such knowledge as will enable him to co-operate fully 
in a building enterprise. I believe that the existing machinery 
for the perfecting of the relationship between the two is 
adequate, and that in actual practice the misconceptions that 
exist, and the abuse of this machinery, have created incidents 
that cause us to conclude that the present position is not 
wholly satisfactory. 

Analysing this machinery, we find that it has grown in 
various ways; partly from common law, through regulations 
established by the Architectural profession and through cus-
tom; that it covers ethics, competition codes, conditions of 
contract, arbitration regulations, tendering, office methods, and 
building practice. 

There are three operators to the machine (the Architect, 
the client, and the builder), each of whom should understand 
his own part of it A brief analysis of the machinery may 
be made by subdividing it into four parts. 

1. Selection of Architect by Client 
This section is simple and has only two phases. The first 

is personal selection of the Architect, and the only attendant 
machinery is the "code of ethics" that governs the activities 
of Architects. Secondly, comes the selection of an Architect 
by competition. In the case of personal selection, the client 
may select voluntarily and he may try to ensure any one of 
the following qualities in his Architect 	business ability, 
artistic ability, trustworthiness, promptness, and experience. 
However, the qualities that he expects are seldom considered 
by him. - He may possibly select a relative or a friend, or 
may choose by recommendation or by chance. Such a choice 
neither rewards the efficient Architect nor promises to furnish 
the best results. Regarding competitive selection, we all 
know what difficulties and troubles have resulted from badly 
organised attempts to select Architects through competition. 
Many clients who are business men and used to driving a 
hard bargain, are prepared to try to obtain Architectural 
service either free or -upon the best possible financial basis, 
which often results in (and is partly the cause of) the sub-
mission of free sketches to clients. Architects who submit 
such free sketches in anticipation of obtaining a commission, 
are co-operating in the misconception and are assisting in 
convincing the client that such is a proper method of selecting 
an Architect. This, however, is prohibited under the code 
of ethics, and the "competitions code" gives the proper pro-
cedure for competitions, and building owners and Architects 
should adhere to the principles embodied in these. 

2. The Architect as Professional Adviser 
In this section, many services are offered to the client. He 

offers himself as a designer or artist, as an expert in planning, 
equipment, construction, finishes, economics of building, 
methods of building, consultants, the various authorities that 
administer buildings and legal forms of the contract. In all 
these the Architect should offer expert professional advice, and 
under proper conditions the client should avail himself of all 
this. But the client usually falls into one of two errors in the 
contemplation of an Architect. He may regard him from a 
very flattering point of view, exalting him as a man of om-
nipotence and wisdom, to whom he is prepared to leave the 
whole of the business of his building operations. The view 
taken by another client is somewhat disparaging. He regards 
the Architect as an eccentric soul who dreams beautiful dreams, 
but whose business ability is nil, and he arrogates a large 
proportion of what is the legitimate authority of the Archi-
tect in administering the contract. We have all met the 
interfering client. 

Probably few clients are aware of the extent of the services 
which the Architect can render, and it is his duty to acquaint 
them with those that he is entitled to render. Further, he 
is actuated by professional motives outside his duty to his 
client. He has civic and Architectural ideals which he con-
stantly hopes to put into practice, and it is his duty to do 
so if he can obtain the client's consent and co-operation. The 
client, on his part, seldom has such ideals, being rather per-
meated with those of economy and percentage returns. It is 
the clear duty of the Architect to urge upon him a reason-
able respect for the civic standards of the locality in which 
the building is to be erected, while honouring the fact that 
the client is the responsible authority. 

Estimates 
Under the heading of "professional advisor," the miscon-

ceptions existing respecting estimating and costing may be 
referred to. Many clients seem to believe- that the Architect 
is endowed with divining powers, and should be able to 
estimate the cost of a building accurately, but estimates can 
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anything to be done that does not attain a perfect result, 
he is in some way financially responsible and should pay 
for its correction. There is a very obvious principle involved. 
The Architect is one who, no matter what he saves the 
client—no matter what savings are effected—does not reap 
the benefit. In actual fact, the more savings he makes, the 
more capably he handles the work, the less are his fees, and 
therefore to ask him to pay for such things as are not wholly 
satisfactory is a negation of justice. Provided he does his 
best for the client the Architect should not be expected to be 
liable for everything which is not wholly satisfactory. 

Should, however, he be grossly negligent and allow work 
to be done which he was quite capable of preventing, had 
he exercised proper care and supervision, then he may be 
liable. 

4. Quasi-Judicial Position of Architect 
The fourth relationship that exists between the client and 

the Architect is that which refers to the quasi-judicial position 
of the latter (I am referring to the 

.
Architect's position as a 

sort of arbitrator in administering the contract). In that 
particular position he vacates his obligation to the client as 
such, and takes up an intermediate or neutral position in 
which he holds the balance between the owner and the 
builder. 

The client usually does not realize that this function of 
the Architect exists at all. The average client is of opinion 
that the Architect is solely responsible to and representative 
of himself. Architects have occasionally been inclined to 
fall into the same error, and in administering contracts to 
forget that they are not the representatives of the client, 
when weighing matters of extra cost and adjustments to con-
tracts. They have in consequence failed to give"a truly im-
partial and arbitral judgment. 

Here the machinery provides for a neutral party to fairly 
and legally adjust any differences of opinion between the two 
contracting parties as to cost, quality of work, delays, penal-
ties, and so on. (A further appeal by either side to arbitra-
tion is provided for in the event of dissent from the Archi-
tect's ruling.) 

Summary 
I hope that I have indicated, firstly, that the present rela-

tionship of client and Architect is capable of improvement; 
secondly, that the necessary machinery exists to maintain a 
satisfactory relationship, and, thirdly, that misconceptions 
and lack of knowledge are the main factors in causing the 
present unsatisfactory happenings. 

The effecting of improvements therefore becomes a matter 
of a better understanding by all parties of their rights and 
limitations under existing machinery. 

Clients should take pains to familiarize themselves with 
building and architectural procedure. In America and other 
countries there are in existence organizations consisting of 
building owners, building managers, and others, to whom a 
client may go for instruction and advice and to obtain a 
critical analysis of his projected building venture. This is an 
admirable thing, which might well be followed here some 
day. Again, clients should endeavour to adhere to the ethics 
of the architectural profession in all their relationships with 
Architects, be it competitions, administration of contracts, or 
any other phase. 

The architectural profession might also very well undertake 
more fully than at present education of the public and of 
building owners. The issue of a booklet for this purpose 
has been discussed, and should be proceeded with by the 
Institute. Individually, each Architect should inform himself 
as fully as possible of all the intricacies of building and 
architectural procedure. It is his clear duty also to inform 
the prospective building owner clearly and comprehensively 
of the part he must play. 

Finally, by a closer study of our points of failure, we may 
gradually eliminate causes of failure and friction, and even-
tually secure greater harmony between our own and the 
building owner's point of view. 

only be estimates, and even builders vary greatly in estimating 
and tendering. Regarding this work, Architects have erred 
from time to time in not being sufficiently careful in estimat-
ing, and that, possibly, has contributed to the wide dissatis• 
faction existing on that point. Our reputation in this matter 
is not good. A client will often urge an Architect, against 
his will, to give a preliminary estimate for work that has 
not been well considered, and of which even the accommo-
dation has not been worked out, and if the Architect be so 
unwise as to supply this, he may find it used against him 
months later, the figure having been fixed in the mind of the 
client, who feels justified in complaining if the contract 
amount does not approach this vague preliminary estimate. 

3. The Architect as Agent for Owner 
Now, this third division assumes a new aspect entirely. 

We reach what is, after all, a legal question. The Architect 
as agent has a definite legal status which may be summed up 
thus. As agent for the client, he does those things which 
the client would do himself, had he the time and knowledge. 
The Architect's power of agency applies in law to plans, 
tenders, supervision, administration of contract and finance. 
His powers as agent are defined, and in many cases their 
scope is understood by neither the client nor the Architect. 

Hudson's Law of Building Contract states—"The Architect 
is generally the agent of his employer or client for the pur-
pose of (1) preparing plans and specifications, (2) obtaining 
tenders, and (3) superintending the work." "Such authority 
arises out of his appointment as Architect, for the functions 
of the Architect are well known." By the mere fact that 
we are appointed Architects we automatically become agents 
in law, with powers of agency on behalf of the client. `The 
Architect has no authority to make changes during the 
work which are subversive of the original scheme, or to 
substitute materials which differ from those specified in the 
contract." Again, "the Architect has no general authority 
to dispense with, waive, vary or alter the conditions of a 
building contract." These may be varied by the parties 
themselves. The issue of instructions for alterations by the 
Architect implies or warrants that he has the authority of 
the client for so doing. If he order such without that 
authority (in other words, if he exceeds his authority) he is 
liable for breach of warranty to the builder and an action 
may be commenced by the builder against him accordingly. 
(Such actions have been successfully sustained.) We can 
summarise this as meaning that the Architect is the client's 
agent and is authorised to do such things as may be necessary 
to complete the terms of the contract. In other words, he 
has an express agency, and I fear that many of us view our 
powers on a rather wider basis. Clause 16 of the R.V.I.A. 
conditions of contract says:—"The Architect shall have 
power from time to time to make any alterations in the works 
of drawings and specifications, whether such alterations in-
volve additions or deductions from the contract price." That 
seems to contradict what I have just quoted, but it merely 
refers to the relationship of the Architect and the builder 
and has no relation to his power of agency from the client. 
I emphasise that because one of the most common causes 
of trouble between Architects and clients is respecting extras. 
Under these limitations, the Architect has no power to order 
any extras without the consent of his client, except such as 
may be necessary to carry out the works in accordance with 
the plans and specifications. 

Continuing with the aspect of the Architect as agent for 
the owner, it is interesting to note that the owner often mis' 
>>"derstands the Architect's services as "supervisor." The 
client quite often expects the work to be substantially perfect 
and makes no mental distinction between what might be 
termed ordinary supervision and constant supervision. He 
frequently confuses the functions of the Architect as general 
supervisor, and those of a clerk of works, who is a constant 
supervisor. Clients also believe sometimes that the Architect 
is responsible or liable for such mistakes or accidental hap-
penings as occur on a job; mistakes made by the Architect, 
things that have not turned out well. I think that many 
clients are under an impression that if the Architect permits 
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THE NEW MANCHESTER UNITY BUILDING 
MARCUS R. BARLOW, F.R.A.I.A. ARCHITECT. 
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A contract has been signed with Walter E. Cooper 

Pty. Ltd. for construction of this building. Opera-

tions will commence in January, 1932. 
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WHAT ARCHITECTURE HAS TO LEARN FROM 
THE PRESENT POSITION 

By LEIGHTON F. IRWIN (F.), President R.V.I.A. 

T
HE future, even the immediate future, no man 
can foretell, for it is not a matter of knowledge, 
it is a resultant; in the past, we had the foundation 
of learning based on experience; mid-way is the 

present, the centre of time is too close to have had its 
effect but vitally important to us, determining our future, 
Let us examine the present position to see what we may 
learn. 

First, what is the present position ? That is a 
matter, I think, which needs some defining, and we must 
endeavour to get down in some way to ascertain just 
what this means. Curle, in his book "To-day and To-
morrow," says that "The World War has revealed to 
us a nation's actual needs. They are entirely economic ; 
they are food, raw materials, markets and free access to 
them." That seems to me a very well put and com-
prehensive phrase. 

In an endeavour to reason out what follows, I think 
we may say that to-day most nations are equipped and 
organised to sell more than they buy. At the same 
time they have erected tariff walls to keep the products 
of other countries out. 

After the war the winning side dictated terms to the 
losers, which required the payments of huge sums of 
money to the victors. There were two methods of 
doing this, by payments in goods and by payments in 
gold, but, owing to the tariff walls of the victors, losers 
were prevented from doing so through the medium of 
goods, and therefore they were forced to export gold. 
It was not very long, therefore, before the world's 
gold found its way to the creditor nations—America 
principally, and France 	and still the war debts were 
unpaid. Moreover, the debtor nations had by this time 
sent all their available surplus international currency 
away, that is their "gold," and they were not in a posi-
tion to buy the products of their creditors. 

At this point a stalemate has arisen, bringing with it 
a financial crisis, due to the stopping of the blood in the 
world's arteries, and, as in the case of the human body, 
where the blood fails to circulate freely local disease sets 
in, which, if not checked, is likely soon to spread 
throughout the system. It is this disease that I think we 
may call "Communism," and how readily it will spread 
has already been demonstrated. 

We in Australia are heir to all these troubles, for we 
are governed by just the same economic laws as the rest 
of the world, but in addition we have quite a number 
of troubles of our own making, due perhaps to the same 

basic causes, but accentuated by a foolish optimism which 
assumes that we are a law unto ourselves. 

We have believed that we could go on using some-
body else's motor-car, forgetting that joy-riders are 
almost invariably caught in the end, and to-day we have 
to pay for it and are lucky if we escape with a fine. 

We seem to have a gift for doing and exaggerating 
all the silly things that other countries do, and now that 
we are in trouble one of the matters which is causing 
us all wonderment is the way we sit down and allow the 
disease to take its own course, only small efforts being 
made to effect a cure. 

The complacency of our nation, the complacency of 
our Institute, the complacency of ourselves, is amazing! 
As individuals we are, generally speaking, perfectly 
satisfied to let things go ahead in their own sweet way, 
without making any endeavour to check up and see 
where we are and where we are going, until it is forced 
upon us. And all the time vital things are happening; 
things which are going to make their mark on us all; 
that are going to change the course of our lives and the 
conditions under which we live. 

There is a passage in "Hamlet" in which Polonius 
gives some very sound advice to his son Laertes on his 
return to France, which ends with the following lines:—
"This above all—To thine ownself be true; And it must 
follow, as the night the day, Thou canst not then be 
false to any man." 

In these simple lines there is much food for reflection, 
for they suggest that which is perhaps the most difficult 
and most merciless thing which one may be called upon 
to do—the making of a self-analysis. 

It is a matter which demands first, sincerity in the 
marshalling of the facts; second, a judicial quality in the 
appraisal of their value; and, thirdly, courage to acknow-
ledge their significance. The making of this analysis 
would seem to apply equally to the person, the com-
munity, and ourselves. 

May we undertake to-night the role of investigators ? 
First then let us get the facts; let us find out what the 
position is as it affects the profession in this State. 

Taking 350 as the number of architects in the metro-
politan area of Melbourne, and 1,014,600 as the total 
population (by the way, 30% of these are children), 
and the number of persons who own dwellings as 92% 
of the population, and assuming that a further 6% are 
otherwise interested in building—that is to say, in such 
buildings as shops, city buildings, factories, and altera-
tions—we have a total of 15% of the population who 
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are directly interested and responsible for building. Thus 
there are 152,190 persons on which the profession must 
rely for its livelihood; i.e., 15% of the total population. 

Using these figures as being the number of persons 
interested in building, and assuming that each employed 
an Architect on an average of say once in 15 years, the 
average number erecting one building each would be 
10,146 persons per annum. Now, the amount spent on 
all buildings in the metropolitan area for the year 1928, 
which was practically a peak year, was £7,049,000. Thus 
the average amount spent by each owner of those 10,000 
odd buildings would be £695 per annum. 

Supposing we divide the number of persons building 
each year equally between the 350 registered Architects 
practising in Melbourne—the number of clients available 
to each would be 28.5, and the value of their buildings 
in round figures £20,000. This would represent the 
proportionate amount available under the most fav-
ourable circumstances from which each may derive a 
living. But, as not more than 45% of this work would 
probably be done through Architects, the figures would 
be reduced to approximately £9,000, which at the nor-
mal rate of 6% would provide each with a gross return 
of £540. 

If expenses did not exceed more than one-third of his 
takings, he would thus be left with a net return of £360 
to pay taxes and keep himself. 

Let us now assume a judicial capacity and examine the 
position on these lines. Are these figures reliable ? 
Do they fairly represent the position? Let us frankly 
admit in the first place that they are approximate, but 
the data on which they are based has been obtained from 
the Architects' Registration Board, the Commonwealth 
Year Book, the Government Statistician, and other reli- 
able sources, so that I think we may say that they are 
fairly safe. 

That they are not exaggerated may be accepted, when 
it is understood that the number of Architects used as 
a basis for calculation is lower than the actual figures ; 
that the condition of work available has been taken 
during a peak year, and is now 80% lower, and that it 
shows the average position during prosperous times, and 
assumes that the benefits are evenly distributed. Thus 
it seems safe to assume that it is a fairly accurate analysis, 
if anything, somewhat biased in favour of showing a 
better state of affairs than actually exists. 

Let us have the courage then to ask ourselves some 
pertinent questions, for we must acknowledge that an 
unpleasant state of affairs is indicated. If £360 can be 
regarded as a fair net return for an Architect in normal 
times, what must it be now? I think it is about £75 per 
annum on an 80% reduction. Well, that is not going 
to keep anybody very long. What can we do to alter the 
position ? What can we learn from it ? 

"Footprints on the Sands of Time were never made by 
sitting down." We have to be up and doing. As I 
see it, the position as revealed indicates that the profes-
sion is more than full, and one of two things must 
eventually happen: its members must be reduced or work 
must be increased. 

As the first will, through economic necessity, work 
itself out, I propose to examine the second, and in this 

respect there seem to be only two lines on which we 
may concentrate our endeavours. That is, first, to in-
crease the percentage proportion of buildings done under 
an Architect, and, secondly, to increase the total value 
of building done by the community. Both these are 
closely related, and therefore it would appear that any 
improvement made to one would apply equally to both. 

Those who have given the matter a good deal of 
thought during the past few months are, I know, con-
cerned as to the considerable percentage of work which 
is carried out directly by Builders without the assistance 
of an Architect. Why is this ? Is it because we have 
not always met the client on his own ground ? 

Is it that Architects have failed to realise that the 
success of their work depends as much upon the efficient 
manner in which it is handled as upon its artistic and 
architectural merit ? Although a client may be satisfied 
and pleased with his building when it is finished, if he 
has suffered from the annoyance of delays, unforeseen 
extras, and mismanagement of the job, he is not likely 
either to recommend his Architect to his friend or to 
give him another job. 

Mr. Parker Hooper, in The Architectural Record, says: 
"We all know so many good Architects who are not 
good business men, but can they be called good Archi-
tects when their only virtue lies in the fact that they are 
clever and artistic designers ?" 

The conservative Architect of the past generation 
looks with alarm upon the commercialisation of his 
profession, but if he wants to keep in the race and to 
stay on the "band waggon" it is absolutely essential 
that he should reorganise his office into an efficient 
well-run business." 

This seems to be the crux of the whole position, and 
the one which we must face, for it cuts right across all 
our preconceived ideas. I have set down a few points 
which I believe may be worth consideration as to whether 
they constitute weakness to-day. 

First, the lack of full co-operation within the profes-
sion to meet business problems which confront it as a 
unit. Perhaps this is not a matter on which I need to 
enlarge but I do feel that there is a good deal that might 
be done in this direction. To preserve the friendship 
and esprit de corps of our student days might well be 
our ambition. There is something wrong here, and we 
have to find it. 

Secondly is the importance of individual Archi-
tects keeping thoroughly abreast of developments 
in construction and planning, and their effect on the 
economic position. There is much to learn about 
modern materials and the new forms of construction, the 
use of metals on the external walls, the carrying out of 
things in a bigger way with mechanical efficiency, and 
so on? Our Building Regulations show that we are 
far behind in this regard. They do not allow for them; 
perhaps we have not made it necessary that they should. 

The third is the value of correct estimating, particu-
larly in the preliminary stages. 

We know the troubles created by the lack of correct 
estimating, but how many offices have any system of 
estimating except that of squaring or cubing which, if 
not properly understood, do not mean much ? These 
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methods can be carried to a very fine art, but it needs a 
great deal of thought and care in the checking of con-
ditions of the changes, and the recording of the alter-
ations in prices. 

The next point is the desirability of our assuming our 
rightful position in the community and political activi- 
ties. How few of us are in active public life ! How few of 
us are connected with the Chamber of Manufactures, the 
Chamber of Commerce, and other great semi-public 
institutions ! I mean the vital part of the community's 
life. I think we are proud of those members who are 
councillors of the various municipalities, because I 
believe that is one of the directions in which Architects 
can help, and I think they are prepared to do all they 
can for their profession in a broadminded manner. That 
is going to do us good, not only as a whole, but individu-
ally, and one is responsible for the other, I feel. 

Another thing is efficient business administration 
within the individual organisation. Much can be done 
in that respect ! Mr. Perrott covered this very well in 
one of his lectures, so there is no need to repeat it. I do 
feel that we have already benefited to quite a consider-
able extent, but, even so, we are a long way behind 
other countries. 

The last point which I am going to speak on is 
the question of publicity and group advertising. It 
is a thing that is coming, and has to be faced. The 
question of selling architectural services is one which 
has been _ discussed from all possible angles in other 
countries. There are many Architects who hold the 
opinion that a definite attempt to sell architectural 
services is unethical. On the other hand, it must be 
realised that almost every architectural commission is 
obtained by salesmanship in some form or another, as 
those who have money to spend and who are in the 
building field to-day are mostly hard-headed business 
men who respond more quickly to an appeal made 
along business lines than to the aesthetic appeal of a 
well-designed exterior. Both are desirable. I do not 
think we need go so far as a little piece which I cut 
from "The Forum," which is the suggestion of publicity 
by an Architect. It may interest you. It reads:— 

"Permit me to draw your attention to my first-class 
architectural service, at very fair prices. This service is 
fully guaranteed by my 30 years of practical experience 
by my former association with leading Architects ; and 
by my acknowledged skill in Beaux Arts architecture, 
architectural engineering, landscape architecture, and 
decorating. The few small houses on this letter will 
give you a faint idea of my skill. 

"Therefore, when you entrust me with your work, 
large or small, or when you recommend me to your many 
friends, you are absolutely guaranteed to get the cleverest 
plans, artistically designed. These plans are easy to 
build, yet the buildings look bigger, better, more valu- 
able, commanding a much better price. You get expert 
specifications that will save you lots of money ; you get 
Beaux Arts colour sketches that will sell your buildings 
like the proverbial hot cake; expert economical large 
scale and full-size details ; interior and exterior decora-
tions, and valuable landscaping advice. 

"In short, you get every known means of art and 
science, every humanly possible aid to make your pro-
jects the greatest possible success in every way." 

Then in big letters across the bottom he says, "I will 
promptly pay 20 per cent. of my fee as commission to 
anyone recommending me or directing business to me." 
Perhaps that is a little too far. 

It seems to me that question of salesmanship is a 
most important one, and one to which we must give 
a good deal of attention. I have not attempted to 
describe how it may be done or all there is in it, but 
I think it is important. 

In talking over the building situation with prospective 
clients, I found that the use of graphs showing the rise 
and fall of building material cost and the total value 
of building, and so on, most valuable. I think there 
are possibilities in this direction, and that we should 
endeavour t6 develop something along those lines. It 
has been suggested that we should have a Building 
Research Bureau, and I believe that we might concen-
trate on that at a very early stage. As you know, there 
has been an unusually rapid deflation of building costs 
in a short period. It is but natural for the average pros- 
pective investor to believe that this momentum will carry 
prices much further down. While it is undeniably true 
that the average trend of building costs over the next 
few years will be downward, it is not likely to be fast 
or pronounced, and no doubt this period will be one of 
ups and downs in the markets, resulting in only a slow 
general downward trend. If we could use that as an 
argument, it would perhaps help towards stimulating 
building as a whole, and that is of course one of the 
important things towards which we must aim. What 
we have to do is to restore confidence. 

And now I will endeavour to look into the future in 
order to speculate as to what an Architect is going to be, 
for as I see it, this is also connected with the present and 
with what may be learned from the present. I am in-
clined to think that the time is rapidly approaching when 
the Architect's position in relation to the community will 
alter considerably. I can see the day when the word 
"architect" will have a changed meaning. It will come 
to be understood as indicating a "position" in the sense 
that the words "director" or "president" or "manager" 
do at present. 

The Architect will have, by that time, relinquished 
his place as a separate self-contained unit, and will stand 
in his real place—the place which he has occupied from 
time immemorial: the director, the organiser, the co-
ordinator of all the services and sections which are a 
part of a building enterprise. 

This is in no way antagonistic to the present order 
of things, but it is merely developing from it. Even 
now it is becoming obvious that the small office with the 
principal, a jack of all trades, is giving way to the larger 
group, because it is realised that it is impossible- for any 
one man to understand thoroughly all the ramifications 
and details of the building business. Step by step the 
architectural organisation in the -forefront of modern 
building practice are incorporating within themselves 

(Continued on page 143) 
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Extracts from Overseas 

S
LOWLY, but surely, London 
is growing taller. In spite 
of the traditional antipathy 
to skyscrapers in this city, 

new buildings that are being con-
structed to replace many of the city's ancient firetraps, 
rear lofty roofs toward the sky, and even though they 
are diminutive in comparison with New York's fifty-
storey buildings, they present a surprising sight to 
foreign visitors who have been used to seeing structures 
only four and five stories high in this city. 

The rise in property values in the congested portions 
of the City of London proper has necessitated the con-
struction of taller buildings. There will never be any 
skyscrapers in the New York sense of the word, for the 
subsoil of London is not considered solid enough to 
stand such colossal weight. 

FRENCH portrait painter sat 
THE VICIOUS 	 in his favourite cafe sip- 
CIRCLE 	 ping his wine. His first 

small bottle finished, he 
was about to order another when his eye fell on a head-
line in the "Figaro," "Hard Times are Coming," so 
instead of ordering his second bottle, he called for his 
check. 

"Is there anything wrong with the wine ?" asked the 
landlord. "The wine is good, but I did not order a 
second bottle because hard times are coming and we 
must economise," explained the artist. "Hard times !" 
said the landlord. "Then my wife must not order the 
silk dress we planned, but must take one of cotton." 

"Hard times!" repeated the dressmaker, when the 
order was cancelled. "This is no time to expand. I 
must not make the improvement I had planned in this 
place." 

"Hard times, eh ?" said the architect, when the dress-
maker cancelled the building plans. "Then I cannot 
have my wife's portrait painted." So he wrote the 
artist and cancelled the order. 

After receiving the letter, the artist went again to 
his favourite cafe and ordered a small bottle of wine 
to soothe him. On a nearby chair was the paper in 
which he had read of hard times a few days before. 
He picked it up and read more closely and found that 
it was two years old ! 

ANY cities in Canada 
CANADA SEES 	 have passed architec- 
THE LIGHT 	 turai control legislation 

"to prevent ill manners 
in building." This legislation resulted from the efforts 
of certain promoters to build structures anywhere and 
everywhere in barbarous disregard of architectural re-
quirements and the rights of the communities. 

Quebec and Ottawa have appointed commissions to 
pass upon the fitness of all new structures from the 
standpoint of design and to replan sections which have 
been despoiled by the anarchist-builders. 

Canada has deemed it wiser to take preventative steps 
than to lament at a later date. Why does not this great 
nation of ours display equal signs of progressiveness ? 
The modern subdivisions are horrible places to pass 
through, and unthinkable as places of residence. 

The real estate values in attractive districts which are 
surrounded by repelling sections are lower than neigh-
bourhoods which are uniformly well planned and de-
signed. Yet blocks upon blocks of hideous soap boxes 
are being built. What were farm lands five years ago 
have been cut into twenty-five feet lots, laid out with 
deadly monotony, and spotted by miscellaneous, hideous 
structures which could have been made attractive with 
the same material and amount of work, had there been 
intelligent design and supervision. 

Such subdivisions are menaces to the cities in which 
they are located. How can a city profit by the master-
pieces created by its talented architects when the sur-
rounding structures are repellent ? The leaven of a good 
building is not enough to raise the standard of a com-
munity—all must be good. 

Rottenness of any sort contaminates surrounding 
goodness, and destroys all value in the things contamin-
ated. Communities must be preserved. Even as rotten 
apples must be removed from a barrel of good ones, so 
poor design and inferior construction must be segregated 
from that which is acceptable. Replace the inferior with 
superior. Let America be grateful for her architects. 

L
IVERPOOL—Prof. C. H. Reilly, 

head of the Liverpool School 
of Architecture, urged the 
necessity for an architectural 

dictatorship for English towns in 
a speech to the Liverpool Literary and Philosophical 
Society at its one hundred and twentieth annual dinner. 

Architecture, he said, was an aspect of their civiliza-
tion on which they had not laid enough stress—in the 
last century, at any rate. They were a nation that flour-
ished best in small communities. They had built their 
lovely villages and country towns by some deep instinct, 
some peculiarly English faculty. But whether they could 
add to those towns and villages in the same way to-day 
was another question. 

"Unless there was in control, a man of taste, the beauty 
of the past was soon lost," said Professor Reilly. Liver-
pool, for instance, up to the end of the first half of the 
nineteenth century, must have been one of those dis-
creet, charming, quiet towns it was a pleasure to visit. 
But did his audience think that the present Liverpool 

LONDON 
BUILDINGS 
GROWING 
TALLER 

(ENGLISH) 
DICTATOR 
FAVORED FOR 
ARCHITECTURE 
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could be visited with as much pleasure as one visited 
Hamburg ? 

Regarding the matter on the lowest ground, it would 
pay them to try to solve the problem of their big towns, 
to do for them what was instinctively done for their 
villages and country towns. It could not be solved by 
letting the individual do what he liked. 

STRONG plea for preserving S 	 g 
the human, the irrational, 
art itself, in modern archi- 
tecture and interior decor-

ation was made at the convention 
of the German architects held in Berlin. This plea was 
not directed against the genuine development of modern 
architecture, but against applying factory ideals to archi-
tectural designs and making "dwelling machines"—as 
they are called here—of homes. Modern architecture 
had its origin in modern factory building, Prof. Dr. 
Hans Poelzig, one of the best known modern German 
architects, declared. Ornaments were replaced by high 
grade materials the surface of which in itself acted as 
ornamentation. But the great danger to-day is, he 
continued, that modern architects begin to lose them-
selves in purely technical forms. This is no longer the 
much lauded matter-of-factness, but the opposite, a new 
false romance. And it is romance these modern archi-
tects profess to be fleeing from. Technical forms may be 
practical and serve certain needs, but they are not art, 
Professor Poelzig continued. Architecture grows from 
an irrational soil. The architect must not forget that 
building is revolutionized by a change in the inner-
most feelings of mankind. In other words, not by 
intellect. The architect is not an engineer. He must 
pay consideration to the human side. 

IGNOR MUSSOLINI inaugur- 
ated recently in Rome an ex- 
hibition of "rational archi- 
tecture." While the Duce 

was expounding his views on 
architecture with some of the artists present, and expres-
sing his desire that Italian architecture should in some 
way represent the changes brought about in Italian life 
and thought by the Fascist Revolution, he was handed 
a manifesto on the very subject he had raised. This 
manifesto, signed by fifty young architects, says that, 
although Mussolini desired a Fascist art, yet architecture 
was still understood to have all the incongruities of the 
old school of pre-Fascist days. The manifesto states:— 

We affirm that the old architects adopting old styles 

are turning Italy into a museum of itself, thus prevent-
ing Fascism from leaving its architectural impression. 
The architecture of Mussolini's day should correspond 
to the character of virility, force and pride of the Fascist 

Revolution, whereas the old architects were the emblems 
of impotence. We are fifty young men who, living in 
the midst of systematic opposition from persons who 
refuse to hand over work to us, have built six houses in 
four years. In order to introduce an architectural 
renaissance in Italy it is necessary to build. We are not 
pleading in order to make money, but merely to express 
Fascist ideas in bricks and mortar. 

This manifesto clearly shows that an attempt is being 
made to "Fascitize" architecture in, this country. 

£20,000 GIFT 
FOR BRITISH 
BUILDINGS 

mous donor to the 
Buildings. 

Lord Esher, presiding at the annual meeting, said that 
the gift would be utilized for financing the repair and 
maintenance of ancient buildings on an economic basis. 
This is going to be done by the formation of a company 
which would buy, sell, restore and maintain ancient 
buildings. 

It is also proposed to carry out the repairs and restora-
tions for the owners of old buildings at reasonable fees. 
One proposal was for the acquisition of old English 
barns as hostels for hikers. 

S
ASKATCHEWAN Association of 
Architects tells why an 
Architect is necessary:—An 

Architect will save the owner 
more than his fee in any building 
project. 

An Architect will plan a building to the best advan-
tage, resulting in maximum revenue. 

An Architect's plans assure the minimum cost by 
enabling the owner to secure competitive tenders. 

An Architect's plans and specifications show in detail 
exactly what the contractor is to do and what the owner 
can expect, thus eliminating disputes and misunder-
standing. 

An Architect's training and experience will ensure a 
safe and substantial building. 

An Architect is trained to clothe utility with beauty 
resulting in a well proportioned and pleasing building. 

An Architect will see that a building is constructed in 
strict accordance with the plans and specifications. 

An Architect will protect the owner against liens, 
overcharges and damages. 

In short, the advantages to be gained by having 
Architect's plans and the benefit of expert opinion and 
advice is worth many times the small fee charged. 

(GERMAN) 
ARCHITECTS 
UPHOLD ART 

(ITALIAN) 
"FASCISTIZI NG" 
ARCHITECTURE 

NDON—Lovers of Great Bri- O 
tain'ss beautiful old buildings 
have been much cheered by 
the gift of £20,000 free of 

all conditions made by an anony-
Society for the Protection of Ancient 

WHY AN 
ARCHITECT 
IS NECESSARY 
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"TEE SQUARES AND TEMPLATES" 

p
ERNICIOUS SHOPPING.—The sheet metal contractors 
have appointed a committee which is . to call upon 
the American Institute of Architects to discuss the 
growing practice of shopping for prices after 

the bids are opened. At the outset, let it be said 
that though this move is timely, it seems a pity that the 
conference could not have a wider scope. Bidders for 
all types of metal work, as well as every other trade in 
the building industry are confronted with the same 
situation, so that if any adequate solution is to be found 
it should be undertaken by all the groups involved in 
a building project. Small attention has been paid to 
this practice as it affects the whole question of the busi-
ness depression. We all know that there are not as 
many contracts to be had now as there were in 1928 or 
1929, and that this limited amount must be distributed 
thinly throughout the industry in accordance with some 
manifestation of the law of supply and demand. It is 
to be expected and desired that manufacturers and sub-
contractors will employ every legitimate means possible 
to reduce costs, increase efficiency and discover new ways 
to do their work, but the arbitrary slashing of prices 
below the profit margin means an unhealthy condition 
with resultant lowering of wages and dissipation of 
capital. Only concerted action can hope to remedy a 
situation which is adding to and prolonging the 
depression. 

ARCHITECTS CAN HELP.-It might seem that this 
purely economic question can have but little relation to 
the problem of design, but actually it is through con-
sideration of the design process in its broadest sense 
that one of the few acceptable solutions for the dilemma 
may be found. There is little doubt that Architects 
as a professional body are not in sympathy with what 
is being done or would countenance it at all if they 
were in full control of their projects, but an Architect 
is noG a free agent; one of his primary functions is to 
represent and protect the owner, an owner who at times 
will accept a general contractor or the decisions of a 
general contractor over the protest of his Architect. 

Yet it is the architect who can do the most to change 
the practice of shopping. If he needs any help at all 

It should be directed at the investor in the form of 
educational publicity. When a bidder cuts his proposal 
below the costs as originally estimated it usually means 
that he contemplates cutting the work in some way below 
that called for in the contract documents. Some of 
these changes might well have been incorporated in the 
original drawings and specifications had the architect 
realised the saving involved; other changes whose im-
port or existence may not be fully realised, should not 
be permitted at all. It is not a pleasant thing to think 
of such practices, but their existence is not rare enough 
to be ignored in a frank discussion. 

A SUGGESTION.--Usually the designs for ornamental 
metal work could be more economically executed if the 
drawings were prepared in collaboration with the repre-
sentatives of a reputable fabricator. The Architect 
naturally hesitates to place himself under an obligation 
so that many offices are seeking some business-like 
method of obtaining such service as well as the technical 
assistance needed from hollow metal, equipment and 
window manufacturers. Regardless of generous offers, 
he does feel under obligation in many cases, yet for the 
Architect to pay for full services of collaboration and 
consultation from his own fees would be prohibitive if 
applied to many trades, or even several different types 
of work in metal alone. 

Our suggestion would be for the architect to avail 
himself to the fullest extent of consultation with a 
selected fabricator, who should include this preliminary 
work in his proposal at a pre-arranged percentage which 
would be added to the bids of competitors at the time 
of opening. This would go a long way toward prevent-
ing later price slashing, would reimburse the consultant 
should he fail to secure the conttact and would make 
it possible for the architect to secure the most economi-
cal and efficient design without placing himself under - 
obligation to anyone and without cutting into his own 
fee. Without some such remedy or unless other factors 
speedily overcome the depression we might reasonably 
expect disastrous results from this unethical practice. 
Even if there were no depression at all the scheme is 
worthy of serious consideration." 	 - 

—Extract from "Metalcraft" by Harrison Gill, July, 1931. 

Golf Match between Architects and Builders on Kingston Heath 
The Building Industry Congress is not the only means 

of bringing Architects and Builders into closer associ-
ation with each other. A very enjoyable Golf Match 
between the two bodies took place on Nov. 19, 1931, 
an attractive lunch was followed by -eighteen holes in 
delightful weather on perfect fairways. The following 
score indicates the superior ability of the builders in 
playing the game of golf :- 

Builders 	 Architects 

W. Langford (7 and 5) 
G. S. Gay (2 and 1) 

L. Cochran (5 and 4) 
J. W. Chalmers (3 and 2) 
J. Crow (5 and 4) 
T. R. Cochran (0) 
J. M. Crowe (0) 
E. J. Millar (sq.) 

Discussing the afternoon's proceedings at the nine-
teenth hole, it was generally agreed that the affair should 
be an annual function and it is hoped that arrangements 
will be made for the presentation of a re-inforced con-
crete or terra-cotta cup which will be held by the win-
ning team! 

A. B. Smith (0) 
C. P. Smart (0) 

L. M. Perrott (0) 
L. F. Irwin (0) 
A. J. Ainslie (0) 
S. T. Parkes (4 and 2) 
G. A. Kemter (4 and 2) 
P. A. Oakley (sq.) 
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Abstract of Minutes 
General Meeting, 23rd September, 1931 

T
HE President occupied the chair in the presence of 
20 members and 20 visitors. The President an-
nounced the death of Mr. Nahum Barnett (F.) and 
members paid due respect to the memory of their 

late colleague. The President also announced the pro-
gress which had been made respecting the projected 
Building Industry Congress and reported the activities of 
the Council of the Institute during the month. He after-
wards handed to Mr. W. S. P. Godfrey (F.) the cup 
that has been donated for the Annual Golf Tournament. 

It was announced that Messrs. W. A. M. Blacken (F.) 
and L. F. Irwin (F.) had been appointed to represent 
the Institute on the Council of the R.A.I.A. for the 
forthcoming twelve months. In pursuance of the motion 
of Mr. Arthur Peck (F.) relating to a suggested amend-
ment of the scale of fees for arbitrators, which was 
seconded by Mr. K. a'Beckett Klingender (A.), the 
matter was referred to the Council for consideration, 
prior to being dealt with at the following General 
Meeting. The President then invited Mr. O. W. McCut-
cheon (A.) to deliver his lecture entitled "The Building 
Owner's Point of View." 

General Meeting, 26th October, 1931 

R. L. F. IRWIN (F.) presided. The Chairman 
announced that Sir John Monash and Sir Bert-
ram Mackennal had passed away since the 
previous meeting, and the members present 

paid fitting respect to the memory of each of those illus-
trious Honorary Fellows of the Institute. 

The report of the activities of the Council since the 
previous general meeting was read. The President 
reported the progress that had been made regarding the 
Building Industry Congress and invited members to 
attend the inaugural meeting of the Congress which 
would be held in the Town Hall, Melbourne, on 25th 
November. As the outcome of a motion by Mr. Arthur 
Peck, which was seconded by Mr. K. a'B. Klingender, 
respecting a lowering of the fees for arbitration, and 
which suggested seven guineas per day, an amendment 
was moved by Mr. P. A. Oakley, and seconded by Mr. 
W. A. M. Blackett (F.), to the effect that the R.V.I.A. 
suggest to the R.A.I.A. Council that the minimum fee 
for arbitration should be £2/2/- per hour. Carried. 

The President, having urged members to attend the 
forthcoming meeting of the R.A.I.A. and having invited 
members to bring forward any matters which they de-
sired to have discussed at the meeting of the R.A.I.A. 
Council, several suggestions for alteration of the 
R.A.I.A. Constitution were made and it was eventually 
moved by Mr. J. H. Harvey (F.), and seconded by Mr. 
Alec. S. Eggleston (F.) , "that the matter of the right 
of members to use the initials of their State Institute 
and the delegation of powers from the State Institutes 
to the R.A.I.A. be referred to the R.V.I.A. Council for 
consideration, it to be suggested that a committee be 
appointed to consider these matters." 

This was carried, Mr. W. A. M. Blackett dissenting. 
It was announced that a copy of the answers to ques-

tions relative to the competition for the new R.I.B.A. 
premises in London had been received and was avail-
able for perusal on application to the Secretary. 

What Architecture has to Learn from the Present Position 
—continued from page 138 

specialists in every section of the industry: structural 
engineers, hot water heating and plumbing experts, speci-
fication writers, quantity surveyors. Even designing work 
has been given over to a department, which in turn is 
broken up into sub-groups of persons skilled in particular 
directions, while there are examples of the incorporation 
in this complex unit of individuals skilled in real estate 
and finance. 

Is it not logical that the next step after having pro-
ceeded so far, in order that such an organisation should 
function as a complete entity, is that it should incor-
porate the constructional side as well, for it is at this 
point that there is at the present moment the most 
serious dislocation and lack of unity in outlook ? The 
advance of scientific thought will not allow of such lack 
of co-ordination; business cannot afford it. 

Our builder friend need not be any more alarmed 
than we are at the proposal, for he will be needed just 
as much, as his activities will tend to increase in con-
sequence of the resulting increase in efficiency. As with 
us, it is likely to be a change in name rather than work ; 
a change in definition rather than position. He will be 
the "job manager," the "production engineer," and the 
"group organiser," while his subordinates will be special-
ists in costing, checking, and expediting, with inspectors 
foremen of traffic, stores, and the control of the trades 
below him. 

In support of these possible developments are 
two parallel and highly significant factors, which, though 
indirect in character, have a positive reaction on the 
building industry. The first is the definite tendency 
of all industrial and business organisations to amalga-
mate, or to "rationalise," as it is known in England, with 
the object of increasing efficiency and lowering produc-
tion costs. Nor has there been any lack of proof of the 
advantages to be gained thereby, for the industry in 
which we are interested cannot fail to be affected. Sober 
thought demands it; the public acquiesces. 

The second is that of education, and here it will be 
agreed by all who have studied the question that the 
range of subjects which the present-day architectural 
student is expected to cover is more than it is actually 
or humanly possible to do completely. 

The more advanced of the teaching institutions already 
appreciate the position, and they are tending to direct 
their courses, as is the case in general education, towards 
the giving of an understanding of the various ramifica-
tions of the profession in a broad manner, aiming to 
teach the student to think rather than to learn, extending 
his individuality rather than turning him out to a pat-
tern; allowing him to select his own particular phase 
if he desires to do so; but, above all, endeavouring to 
make him a leader and organiser. 
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Wunderlich's 
Architectural Terra Cotta 

and the 

Manchester Unity Building 

Estimates a n d 
information on 
Terra Cotta for 
either features 
or entire facade 

   

There are outstanding features in connection with this work. 

1. The sub-contract for the supplying of the ware has 
been actually put in hand before the site has been prepared, 
allowing our plants full opportunity to proceed in a regular 
orderly manner with the manufacture of the ware. 

2. The colour and texture of the Terra Cotta are literally 
1931 models. In deciding on "Mother of Pearl" as the field 
colour for this work—the biggest Melbourne facade yet at-
tempted in Terra Cotta—consideration of the site, night light-
ing and the warranted re quirement of brightness in our 
Melbourne Buildings—recognising that our winter is the 
longest and our grey skies more frequent than in any other 
Australian State—have all been taken into consideration. The 
texture has been followed from the most recent American work 
and can only be described as modern. The panels between the 
head and sills of the windows are textured to actually offer a 
damask effect—a truly modern treatment of Terra Cotta tex-
ture. The trials came out to the Architect's instructions, and 
the 50 tons of ware already manufactured indicate that the 
massing of this ware is going to give Melbourne probably the 
choicest site of our city. A bright building unique in colouring 
and as far as we, as manufacturers, can assist a modern facade 
that will not decay or corrode, that can be readily cleansed, that 
will supply the world's best material for flood-lighting and 
which will provide permanent colour. 

We have Mr. Barlow's permission to offer to all Architects 
and students an invitation to visit our plant at Sunshine to view 
the operations in the manufacturing of this Terra Cotta for 
this Contract. 

    

from 

    

WUNDERLICH'S LIMITED 
Office and Showrooms 

210 HANNA STREET, SOUTH MELBOURNE 

Phone: M 1261 
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ALCASTON HOUSE, MELBOURNE 

From a photograph by J. Kauffmann 

standing at the Eastern gateway of the city 
on the Northern corner of Collins Street at 
Spring Street, the building has a delightful 
situation with a prospect of gardens and the 
dignified old Treasury Building looming nearby 
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